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What is Money? 

All of our lives we have been told that economics is boring; that it’s not worth taking the time to 

understand how our financial system works. We don’t know what money is, but we use it every day; it 

defines our social status, compromises our morals, and officiates our judgement between right and 

wrong.  

But what is it? Where does it comes from? How is it created? Given its central importance in our lives, 

not one in a hundred people can answer these questions.  

Money is a way of communicating value; money is a language that uses tangible, or intangible value to 

transfer ownership. It has existed since civilization itself, which we know because the first hieroglyphics 

(writings) were ledgers of who owed what to whom. There are 6 characteristics of money. 

Durable – Must be able to withstand wear and tear 

Portable – Must be mobile and readily accessible 

Divisible – Must be able to be split into smaller denominations 

Uniform – Must be consistent across an economy 

Limited Supply – Must have finite supply available for circulation 

Acceptable – Must be accepted across an economy 

 

Ancient Civilizations realized that gold and silver inherently had all characteristics of money; most 

importantly that of limited supply. Silver became the predominant currency in Rome, but soon the ruling 

class started to debase the coins with cheaper metals. As the population continued to grow, so did the 

wealth inequality gap. Education was the only way that one would be able to advance their posterity 

and the ruling class controlled the transfer of information. It was also forbidden to help members of a 

lower social class build wealth and knowledge to provide for their posterity. This pattern has been 

repeated throughout history. 

 

History of Transactions – Timeline 

 1100 BC – Chinese made replica tools for trade 

600 BC – 1600 AD – Europeans were using coins 

1685 AD – First European paper currency 

1971 – End of the Gold Standard 

2009 – Creation of Cryptocurrency  
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Currency 

Currency is money, in any form, when in use or circulation as a medium of exchange. It is almost always 

issued by a government or a bank and its value is determined by the sovereignty and mandates of that 

central authority. Money and currency are NOT the same thing.  

Money stores intrinsic value within itself and currency possesses buying power backed by a central 

authority. The key difference is that money’s value is determined by the free market; or what people are 

willing to pay. Currency merely represents money unless the currency is backed by a commodity, like 

gold or silver. When a currency is backed by a commodity, it is known as commodity currency. When a 

currency is not backed by a commodity, it is known as fiat currency.  

Fiat currency is paper currency issued by a government or a bank and declared to be legal tender; but is 

NOT backed by a commodity like gold or silver. All currencies today are fiat including the USD, EURO, 

and JPY. The Founding Fathers knew that fiat currencies would never work so they included in the 

Constitution that gold and silver were only to be used for money. 

Inflation vs. Deflation 

Inflation and deflation are concepts that are easy to regurgitate without understanding. Inflation occurs 

when there is a general increase in prices and fall in purchasing power of a currency; and deflation 

occurs when there is a general decrease in prices and a rise in purchasing power of a currency. Without 

much consideration, one easily understands that fiat currencies cannot be deflationary because of their 

limitless supply.  

Hyperinflation 

Hyperinflation occurs when a country experiences fast inflation causing people to minimize their 

holdings of local currency. The less people believe in their currency, the less it’s worth; making the 

currency value drop at an accelerating rate. It has been said that if printing money made a country rich, 

Zimbabwe would be the richest country in the world. It takes roughly a wheelbarrow full of cash to get a 

loaf of bread.  

Another example of hyperinflation occurred in post WWI Germany. During this time, the paper currency 

had more value being burned in a fireplace than in circulation. Soon thereafter, Hitler propelled into the 

center of their society leading to WW2. The best way to rebound an economy is to wage war, which is 

exactly what happened.  

Banks 

A bank is a financial institution licensed to receive deposits and issue loans, with interest.  

Centuries ago someone realized that they could print paper IOU’s in return for gold deposits. Those 

certificates were portable and could be exchanged back into gold at any time. Here the first bank was 

born. 
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Eventually banks discovered that they could print more IOU’s than they had gold in their vaults. This 

discovery is the origin of fiat currencies. Fiat currencies fully rely on a system of fractional reserve 

banking, wherein the bank is only required to hold a small percent of the full deposit on reserve. The 

rest of the deposit is loaned out at interest. Note that banks, not the government, control the supply of 

money through issuing loans.  

The process of a $100 deposit into our banking system goes as follows:  

Harper deposits $100 at Chucktown Bank. Chucktown Bank is required to hold 10%, or $10, in their 

reserve account. Chucktown Bank then lends 90%, or $90, to Nick to buy a car. Chucktown Bank has 

generated $90 in bank credit through the loan to Nick, making the total currency value of Harper’s 

deposit $190.  

Now Harper withdraws his $100 and Chucktown Bank still has $90 in outstanding bank credit to Nick; 

meaning that Chucktown Bank is left with -$190 until another deposit comes in. What happens if Nick 

loses his job and cannot pay the $90 loan, and Greg wants to withdraw his $100? The bank doesn’t have 

the money to pay the depositors and files for bankruptcy.  

Fortunately, today the FDIC (Federal Deposit Insurance Commission) insures all deposits; meaning that 

when new money is needed due to bad debts and irresponsible lending, the Federal Government picks 

up the debt and it is passed to the American taxpayer.  

History of Central Banks 

A central bank is a national bank that provides financial and banking services to the government, 

controls commercial lending, implements monetary policy, and issues the nation’s currency. Central 

banks are private entities that legally represent private stockholder interests; not the interests of a 

nation, despite their claims to the contrary. To realize how this is even possible, one must analyze the 

lineage and incestual evolution of our current banking system.  

Tracing back to 17th century Europe, the 9 Years War was rampant through Europe as Louis 14th made 

claims to new territories and further pressing on King William III of England. The problem was that 

England’s navy was recently defeated, bankrupting England. With no more available credit on reserve, 

King William approached Scottish Banker William Paterson to form a company to lend a million pounds 

to the British Government which would be pay 6% interest and a management fee through issuing bank 

notes. This transaction set the precedent that the bank would appear to be a government entity but IT IS 

NOT. The Bank of England was created as a private bank with shareholders that have a charter from the 

King to print the public’s money out of thin air and lend it to the crown at interest.  

Due to exhaustive spending in the Revolutionary War, overissue, and British Counterfeiting, America’s 

first currency, The Continental, collapsed in the 1780’s. Congress turned to Robert Morris, a wealthy 

shipping merchant who was indicted for war profiteering two years prior, to be Superintendent of 

Finance for the United States 1781-1784. Next to General Washington, Morris is the most powerful man 

in the US. He quickly begins to argue for the creation of a privately owned Central Bank that is modeled 

on The Bank of England. Congress was left with no alternative due to the immediate need for 

infrastructure and any financial stability after the war, so they chartered the Bank of North America 

using the exact same loan terms as King William’s loan from the Bank of England; $1 million was loaned 
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to Congress at 6% interest and a management fee. By the end of the war, Robert Morris falls out of 

public favor and the Bank was downgraded from a central bank to a private, commercial bank chartered 

by the State of Pennsylvania.  

Before the ink dried on the Constitution, Alexander Hamilton was working on drafting the next US 

central bank. He said, “National debt will be a blessing if not excessive. It will be a powerful cement of 

our Union. It will also create a necessity for keeping up with taxation to a degree which, without being 

oppressive, will be a spur to industry.” Thomas Jefferson and James Madison spearheaded opposition to 

Hamilton but to no avail. Hamilton struck a deal with Southern lawmakers to move the location from 

New York City to Washington, D.C. and the First Bank of the US was chartered in 1791. The bank’s 

leadership was comprised of virtually the same members from the Bank of North America since 

Alexander Hamilton served as aide to Robert Morris earlier in his career with Morris as Financial 

Superintendent. It was closely modeled after the Bank of England, including foreign ownership and 

profit sharing. In the first two years the US Government borrows $8.2 mil and the nation saw prices of 

goods and services rise over 70%. The US economy plundered and the bankers got rich. 

When the charter came up for renewal in 1811, money interests had changed as the public became 

staunchly opposed to foreign ownership of a central bank. Almost as soon as the First Bank of the US 

closed its doors, the War of 1812 with England bankrupted the US economy with total debt rising from 

$42 mil to $119 mil which made prices soar, debt mount, and ceased trading. President John Madison 

was left with no option but to create the Second Bank of the US in 1816. Like its predecessors, the 

Second Bank of the US was majority private ownership and was granted authority to print money and 

lend it to the US Government. The 20 year bank charter was set to end in 1836 but President Andrew 

Jackson announced his plan to pay off the total debt in 1833 by only allowing currency attached to gold 

or silver for federal tax payments. In 1835, President Jackson frees the US economy from banker debt 

for the first and only time in history.  

As the Second Bank of the US lost its charter in 1836, England began to place enormous pressure of the 

US economy by leveraging the acceptability of their currency to buy goods and services at discounted 

rates. This caused the Panic of 1837 and the remainder of the 19th century was engulfed with wild 

banking speculation, a large rise in credit, and most importantly, centralization of wealth with the giants 

of each industry. The role that a few families had, and still have on our financial system is one of the 

great secrets of the banking industry.  

The National Banking Act of 1863 was passed to provide loans to the Union in their Civil War efforts, 

hold a higher standard of lending practices than state banks, and create a uniform currency called a 

National Bank Note. They were not considered to be lawful tender and the notes could not be used as 

bank reserves. The US government issued greenbacks to serve as lawful tender and bank reserves to 

finance the Civil War. There were many different currencies in circulation causing people to lose trust in 

their banks and its currency. The banks did not have enough reserve to meet withdraw requests and this 

created the Panic of 1907.  

The titans of each industry, Carnagies and Schwabs in steel, Rockafellers in oil, Vanderbilts and 

Standards in railroads; discovered that they could centralize their wealth into the banking sector. The 

families surrounded J.P. Morgan, titan of banking, who ultimately financed the biggest corporations and 

projects of the 20th century, including Vanderbilt’s central railroad, US Steel Corporation, and others 
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such as AT&T, General Electric, and General Motors. The US economy was crippling from the bank runs 

and without any recourse, US citizens were forced to wait for a central government solution. American 

citizens had learned to believe in the word reform regardless of the end result. Government officials and 

members of the banking elite embarked on a secret trip on November 22, 1910 to Jekyll Island, GA to 

write the broad strokes for what would become the Federal Reserve System.  

There was no way that this meeting would have been possible without upmost secrecy. The attendees 

of the meeting were 

Nelson Aldrich – Republican Senate Whip, Chairman of National Monetary Committee, business 

associate of J.P. Morgan, and father-in-law to John D. Rockafeller, Jr. 

Abraham Piatt Andrew – Assistant Secretary of US Treasury 

Frank Vanderlip – President of the National City Bank of New York; the most powerful bank at the 

time, representing William Rockafeller and international banking house of Kuhn, Loeb & Company. 

Henry P. Davison – Senior partner at J.P. Morgan 

Benjamin Strong – Head of J.P. Morgan’s Bankers Trust Company 

Paul M. Warburg – Partner at Kuhn, Loeb & Company, representative of Rothschild banking dynasty, 

and brother to Max Warburg who was head of Warburg banking consortium in Germany and 

Netherlands.  

Other members the Jekyll Island Country Club were the Rothschilds, Schwabs, and Morgans; because 

J.P. Morgan owned the island. It is projected that 25% of the world’s wealth was held by members of the 

Jekyll Island Country Club and that 16% of the world’s wealth was represented at the meeting. The 

secrecy was such that the men did not use their last names during the entire trip in order to not tip off 

any of the wait staff. Upon questioning by local reporters at a train stop, Davison said that the men were 

going on a duck hunt, covering any trail of media coverage of their intention to rewrite the US banking 

legislation.  

It was their intention to propose legislation that would allow the banking industry to regulate itself by 

controlling the money supply of the US. In 1913, President Woodrow Wilson signed the Federal Reserve 

Act into law, giving the sovereign right of the nation of create its own money to a private, central bank. 

The meeting was kept a secret until 1916 when Forbes, a young journalist, wrote an article describing 

the event. The same people who control the banks, control the freedom of information, rendering 

virtually impossible for anyone outside of their circle to learn of these events. 

The FED claims to have 5 Functions 

1. Conduct the nation’s monetary policy to promote maximum employment stable prices, and 

moderate long-term interest rates in the US economy. 

2. Promote the stability of the financial system and seek to minimize systemic risks through active 

monitoring and engagement in US and abroad. 

3. Promote the safety and soundness of individual financial institutions and monitor their impact 

on the whole financial system.  
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4. Foster a payment a settlement system safely and efficiently through services to the banking 

industry and US government that facilitate USD transactions and payments. 

5. Promote consumer protection and community development through consumer-focused 

supervision and examination, research and analysis of emerging consumer issues and trends, 

community economic development activities, and the administration of consumer laws and 

regulations.  

In layman’s terms, the FED controls the economy by raising and lowering interest rates. When rates are 

raised, lending is discouraged and new money creation slows; yielding slower inflation. When rates are 

lowered, lending is encouraged and new money creation speeds up; yielding higher inflation.  

Creation of the FED began an era of belief, called Neoclassical Era, wherein it is believed that 

government should rule the economy, solve social problems, and leave the free market to deal with the 

distribution of wealth. This system was created by people who wanted to protect their assets and uses 

graphical assumptions of what “ought to be” not what is.  

Shortly after the creation of the FED, the US suffered its worst economic depression in history. Many 

causes are mentioned when explaining events that led to the Great Depression, but the most obvious 

was the practice of fractional reserve banking. Since banks were lending $9 of every $10 deposit, they 

did not have the reserves available when those deposits were called in; thus going bankrupt since the 

FED did not increase the money supply to bail out the banks. By 1932, Congress passed the Glass Seagall 

Act that separated consumer banking and commercial banking which aimed to regulate the crippled 

lending system by limiting consumer banks from overextension into the commercial sector.  

Every major currency left the Gold Standard during the Great Depression, beginning with the pound of 

Great Britain. There is a distinct correlation between when countries abolished the gold standard and 

their speed to recovery. Great Britain and Scandinavia left the Gold Standard in 1931 and recovered 

much quicker than France and Belgium, who remained in gold much longer. Countries like China used 

the silver standard and almost avoided the Great Depression entirely.  

President Roosevelt created various New Deal policies intended to be the catalysts needed to provide 

growth in the economy, though there were never aggressive enough to pull US out of the recession. It 

would take until the beginning of WW2 in 1939 to end the Great Depression. From 1940 to 1944 

defense spending tripled as the US entered the war in 1941 with the bombing of Pearl Harbor. The 

Bretton Woods Agreement of 1944 stated that the US agreed to exchange US dollars for foreign 

currency at a fixed rate of gold at $35/oz. The devastating effects of both World Wars left Great Britain 

with no option but to ask for US aid. In exchange for a $4.4 billion loan, British Parliament ratified the 

Bretton Woods Agreement aligning the two largest trade economies and anchored in the dollar (gold.) 

The Bretton Woods Agreement established the dollar as the world’s currency meaning that international 

commodities were priced in US dollars. Since the FED refused to allow any audits or oversight, the US 

promised on the honor system to not devalue the other world currencies by overprinting USD. By the 

Vietnam War, participating countries noticed that the US was printing far more dollars than they had in 

gold reserves. Counties demanded their gold and the value of the USD plummeted. In 1971, President 

Nixon abolished the gold standard to strengthen the value of the dollar.  
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Considering alternative commodities to link to the USD, President Nixon convinced Saudi Arabia to only 

accept dollars for oil and to invest all excess profits into US Treasury Bonds. In return, the US would 

provide military protection for their oil fields. This offer was extended to all oil producing countries and 

by 1975, all members of OPEC agreed to only sell their oil in USD. Thus the world had to send goods to 

the US to maintain their reserve of USD; goods came in, and USD went out increasing the standard of 

living in the US ten-fold.  

One common denominator of each recession and subsequent rebound is massive military spending; or 

going to war.  

1947 – Beginning of Cold War 

1950 – Beginning of Korean War 

1966 – Vietnam War 

1970’s-1980’s – Cold War 

1990 – Gulf War 

1994 – Bosnian War 

1999 – Kosovo War 

2001 – War in Afghanistan  

2003 – Iraq War 

2004 – War in North-West Pakistan 

2009 – Somali Civil War 

2011 – Libyan Civil War 

2014 – American Intervention in Syria  

2016 – American Intervention in Libya 

Instead of seeking peace and stability, which would quickly decimate the value of the USD, President 

George Bush, Sr., called for the invasion of Iraq in the Gulf War when Saudi threatened to leave the 

Petrodollar. After crushing the nation, the US placed sanctions on infrastructure rebuilds like a 

water/sewer systems and education that remained for decades, knowingly killing half a million Iraqi 

children.  

Iraq was allowed by the UN in 2000 to sell their oil for EURO after stating that the dollar is the currency 

of an “enemy state.” The US couldn’t allow this to happen due to fear of other OPEC nations following 

suit. The solution was the launching of a media campaign claiming that Iraq had Weapons of Mass 

Destruction; leading to an invasion in 2003. Once the US had control, oil sales immediately return to 

USD which has led to a 20%-30% loss in revenue due to the EURO/USD ratio. The switch from EURO to 

USD makes no sense unless considering the Petrodollar; demand for USD created by military 

intervention.   
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In 2011, Libyan President Gaddafi was organizing a block of African countries to incorporate a gold-

based currency called the DINAR to replace the dollar. The US aided the rebels in their efforts to 

destabilize the national government and execute Gaddafi. Immediately the rebels planned to set up a 

national oil company and central bank based in Benghazi; the Libyan Central Bank.  

In 2012, Iran announced plans to start pulling their oil sales off of the USD and accept gold. The US 

media has since launched a campaign, similar to that of 2000, stating goals to prevent Iran from building 

nuclear weapons while establishing sanctions targeted to cripple their economy.  

Besides war, the US economy runs on a system of credit wherein profit is generated through interest 

payments on loans. Of all loans issued by the bank, the most profitable are mortgage loans for 

homebuyers. Real estate prices were rising at an increasing rate so innovative bankers combined 

mortgage loans from their balance sheets and began to sell them to other investment firms who did not 

vet the original holder of the mortgage. Noticing the increasing value of real estate, the US government 

pushed people to buy houses before they were ready, which led to the generation of infinite bad 

mortgages that had been resold to investors, who rightfully assumed that the loans were guaranteed.  

As the scheme of selling bundled mortgages unveiled, the masses began to question the underlying 

principles of our financial system. It seems that the taxpayer will never be able to pay the debt that the 

government creates to benefit those who see the new money supply first. The US government issued 

$700 billion to bail out the banks from a profit scheme that they created. Hundreds of thousands of 

Americans lost their homes but got none of the new money supply. Inflation from $700 billion bailout 

has not been felt as the majority was spent to clear the bank’s bad debt, not individual.  

The Bitcoin whitepaper was released in 2009 by Satoshi Nakamoto; an unknown founder. It provided 

code for a decentralized, peer to peer, network used to transfer ownership. Bitcoin is a platform of 

trust; it is not money or a currency. It is the concept of decentralization applied to the human 

communication of value. Bitcoin introduces a platform where you can run currency as an application 

with no central points of control and introduces to money what the internet introduced to 

communication; it’s pure and untampered by big media and government.   

 

 

  


